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ABSTRACT   
The estimation of two-parameter exponential distribution using Bayes approach need a prior 
distribution for the two parameters. It is difficult to know this joint prior distribution, so it requires 
sometimes the approximation or to some assumptions which depends on previous experience. An 
estimation method was proposed by using linear transformation of reliability function of two-
parameter exponential distribution in order to get simple linear regression model. Its parameters 
can be estimated by using Bayes approach, and then get the estimated parameters of the 
distribution from the relationship between the distribution parameters and regression model 
parameters. Simulation experiments at different sample sizes were applied in order to make a 
comparison between Bayes estimators yield from approximation method and estimators from 
proposed method. The findings show that the proposed method estimators were more efficient that 
from approximation method estimators by using mean squares error (MSE) as a criterion for 
comparison. Also, the results of estimation methods were applied on actual data taken from Babil 
Tires Factory, where the data represents the working time (hours) between successive failures. 
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1. Introduction 
The two-parameter exponential distribution plays an important role in survival analysis and has extensive 
applications in the field of reliability, engineering, queueing theory, and medical sciences. The researchers 
studied different methods for estimating two-parameter exponential distribution. The most important one of 
these methods is Bayesian method. It depends on its applications in the assumption in which the parameters 
are estimated as random variables with a probability density function. The researchers faced the problem of 
determining the prior probability distribution of the parameters in the two cases with information and non- 
information. They often use approximate methods to identify them as in the investigations reported in  [1-5]. 
In this paper, we will consider a proposed method for estimating the parameters of the two-parameter 
distribution by modeling a simple linear regression model based on the cumulative distribution function of the 
distribution. This proposed method  is  to find the estimating of the distribution parameters based on the Bayes 
method and then comparing the proposed method with the approximation method [1] using the mean squares 
error.  
The probability density function for the two-parameter exponential distribution ( , ) is: 
              
 
 
     
            0 <   < x     ,   > 0 
x1,x2,---,xn  are random variables from the two-parameter exponential distribution, the likelihood function is 
given by: 
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where x(1) is the first order statistic in the sample x=( x1,x2,---,xn)  such that  x(1) < x(2) < -----< x(n) and 
            
 
            
If we use Jefferry’s procedure [6], the joint Jefferry’s prior will be: 
        
 
 
                 
According to above, the posterior density for   and   is : 
                                                           P( , |x) α p( , ) L( , ) 
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The marginal posterior density of   is given by 
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The marginal posterior density of   is given by 
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where             
 
    
2. Proposed method 
We will use the method of transforming the reliability function of the two-parameter exponential distribution 
( , ) into a linear function [7] in order to estimate  the distribution parameters by taking the natural logarithm 
to facilitate the solution as follows  :  
         
 
      
  
Taking the logarithm for both sides we get: 
-ln R(xi) =  
-1
 xi -    
-1
 
This equation is similar to the following simple linear regression model: 
yi = β0 + β1xi +ei        i=1, 2,…,n 
where: 
yi = - ln R(ti) ,  β0= -    
-1
 and  β1=  
-1
 
So, the estimators of the two-parameter exponential distribution are as follows: 
                                                                            
                                      (3) 
                        (4)  
where       and       represent the Bayes estimators of the simple linear regression model. 
 
3. Bayesian estimation for regression model parameters 
If you have the simple regression model: 
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                 ,              
     
Where   and   are vectors of sizes      , X is a matrix of size       and   is a vector of regression 
parameters of size      . 
The likelihood function  is: 
          
 
 
 
   
             
    
 
     
 
 
                                                                  (5) 
As    and     are unknown, the conditional conjugate prior distribution for   is given by [8]: 
            
     
where    is a symmetric positive definite matrix of size      . 
        
 
          
 
 
 
  
   
      
   
                                                      (6) 
The prior distribution for    is    
  
 
 
  
 
  where: 
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Then, the joint prior distribution for   and    is defined as: 
                     
From (6) and (7), we get: 
        
 
  
 
  
   
      
   
          
  
  
 
   
  
  
 
  
                (8) 
After obtaining the likelihood function and prior distribution, we obtain the posterior distribution [9]. The 
joint posterior distribution for ( ,   ) can be found by equations (8) and (5) as follows: 
                 
  
    
 
    
 
           
  
      
  
 
 
 
   
       
 
  
                 
 
           
              
Where       is the least squares estimator for simple linear regression parameters. 
To simplify Eq. (9), we use the quadratic form as reported by [10]. Then, we get the joint posterior 
distribution as follows: 
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It represents the kernel of     
    
 
 
  
 
 
        
      
Where, 
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                                                                             (12) 
This can be written as follows:   
                                                               
   
    
 
   
    
   
                                                                
            
    
                                                                
  
         
          
   
 
           
 
       
           , this is constant. 
   
  
  
  
This means that the marginal conditional posterior distribution for    and    are described respectively as: 
     
              
    
   
     
              
    
   
 Bayesian estimators for    and    are defined as the followed values respectively: 
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where    and    were defined in Eq.(11). 
By substitute values of     ,      in the Eq. (3) and Eq.(4) then the estimated values of the exponential 
distribution parameters in the proposed method will be as follows: 
       
                (13) 
          
                                           (14) 
where C1 and C2 were defined in Eq.(11) 
4. Practical part 
4.1 Simulation 
In order to apply what mentioned in the theoretical part, the simulation approach was used. The Monte Carlo 
method was used for the cumulative distribution function and to generate data followed two-parameter 
exponential distribution. Samples were generated with sizes (n=10, 25, 50, 100), as for the two-parameter 
exponential distribution, the values of scale and location parameters are ( =2,  =2), where these values were 
most appropriate. The initial values of matrix   were      =      =1,      =2,      =3. A program was 
designed using the MATLAB language and MSE used as a criterion for comparing between the approximate 
and proposed formulas by using the simple linear regression model. MSE was calculated at each value of scale 
parameter   and location parameter   as follows: 
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Here, the number of replicated cases is R=1000. 
 
4.2 Empirical results 
The results have presented in the following tables including a comparison between the estimations of scale 
and location. The   and   parameters were estimated from approximate formula as in Eq.(1) and Eq.(2), and 
based on  proposed formula using simple linear regression model as in Eq. (13) and (14) with different initial 
values for  0,  0, β00, β01. These values are  close to estimated values by using different sample sizes. The 
results of MSE criteria values for that estimators were presented. 
 
Table 1. Initial values for β00= -1 & β01 =0.5 using different sample sizes 
ˆPL bayes
MSE ˆ
PL bayes
MSE

 
bˆayes
MSE ˆ
bayes
MSE

 ˆ
PL bayes ˆPL bayes bˆayes 
ˆ
bayes n 
0.4900e-28 0.0197e-28  4540.0 45.500     2 2 757505 252275     10 
0.4900e-28 0.0197e-28  4544.. 4570.7     2 2 757707 2540.2     25 
0.4900e-28 0.0197e-28  45447. 45474.     2 2 75770. 2540.0     50 
0.4900e-28 0.0197e-28  454440. 45404. 2 2 757770. 2542477  100 
Table 2. Initial values for β00= -1.008 & β01 =0.5 using different sample sizes 
ˆPL bayes
MSE ˆ
PL bayes
MSE

 
bˆayes
MSE ˆ
bayes
MSE

 ˆ
PL bayes ˆPL bayes bˆayes 
ˆ
bayes n 
452774e-5 4500.0e-5 454077 45.557     25447. 757757 757..2 2520..     10 
452774e-5 4500.0e-5 4544.7 457004     25447. 757757 7577.7 25450.     25 
452774e-5 4500.0e-5 454475 454075     25447. 757757 757700 25400.     50 
452774e-5 4500.0e-5 454440 454020 25447. 757757 757777 2547.5 100 
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Table 3. Initial values for β00= -2 & β01 =0.3,  0= 0=2 using different sample sizes 
ˆPL bayes
MSE ˆ
PL bayes
MSE

 
bˆayes
MSE ˆ
bayes
MSE

 ˆ
PL bayes ˆPL bayes bˆayes 
ˆ
bayes n 
0.008975 0.004925 4940.0 4916..     794.00 69.7.1     69.0.. 797.00     10 
0.008975 0.004925 494417 496007     794.00 69.7.1     69.... 794..1     25 
0.008975 0.004925 494461 4941.0     794.00 69.7.1     69...1 794.44     50 
0.008975 0.004925 494440 494101     794.00 69.7.1     69.... 794700     100 
From Tables 1-4, we note that the MSE values of the estimators in the proposed method are less than 
its value using the approximate Bayes method and for all the initial values of exponential distribution 
parameters and simple linear regression. We also note that the MSE values of the exponential 
distribution parameters using the proposed method have not changed by the size of samples. This 
means that the sample size does not affect the MSE value of the proposed method parameters. In the 
approximate Bayes method, we note that the MSE value of the parameters decreases as the sample 
size increases. 
4.3 Actual data 
The following data were selected from Babel Tires Factory, where the working time (hours) between 
failures were deduced by the time recorded in the internal statements of the factory for six months. A 
test was carried out by EasyFit program where the results of the test showed that the data have two-
parameter exponential distribution with scale parameter ( =97.85) and location parameter ( =0.25) 
as shown in Figure. 1. 
 
Figure 1. Fitting the Two parameter exponential distribution of the research data 
The following table depicts the estimated value by proposed and approximate Bayes methods when 
the values of positive definite matrix are fixed at v110=8;v220=8;v120=v210=0.1;and selecting initial 
values of parameters which are close to estimated values                              
      using different sample sizes. 
Table 4. Estimated values and its MSE of parameters using proposed and approximate Bayes Methods 
              
 
        
 
        
    
 
   
 
   
 
    n 
0.05855 0.003959 35.2261 1.1556     0.4920 97.0629     6.1852 98.0750    35 
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5. Conclusions 
1. The proposed method of estimation provides  possible estimating for the distribution parameters without the 
need for the prior distribution of parameters from transforming the reliability function into a linear function 
that facilitate finding the posterior Bayes estimators of the parameters. 
2. Form the empirical results, it is clear that the proposed estimation method is better than the approximate 
Bayes method and the MSE value of the estimator in both cases. 
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